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Abstract

Epithelioid vascular tumours include benign epithelioid haemangioma and epithelioid 

angiomatous nodule, low grade malignant epithelioid haemangioendothelioma and high grade 

epithelioid angiosarcoma. These tumours share epithelioid cell morphologies and 

intracytoplasmic vacuoles, with distinction based on differing architectural and nuclear features. 

This report highlights a case of epithelioid haemangioma, angiolymphoid hyperplasia with 

eosinophilia (ALHE) subtype, involving the vermillion of the lower lip in an elderly female 

patient. The clinical and histological features, differential diagnosis, aetiopathogenesis, 

molecular basis and treatment options are discussed as part of a comprehensive review of this 

rare entity. 

Introduction

The family of epithelioid vascular tumours encompasses a wide histologic and behavioural 

spectrum, including benign epithelioid haemangioma and epithelioid angiomatous nodule, low 

grade malignant epithelioid haemangioendothelioma and high grade epithelioid angiosarcoma.1-

2 These tumours share features of plump, polygonal cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm 

and occasional intracytoplasmic vacuoles. However, their architectural and nuclear features 

differ, allowing for ease of distinction in most cases.1 Epithelioid haemangioma is a benign 

vascular tumour of uncertain pathogenesis most commonly affecting patients in their third to 

fifth decades of life with a propensity for the head and neck region.2-11 Many other terms have 

been used in literature to describe this lesion, emphasising the confusion that exists regarding 

this unusual condition.4,12-13 Distinguishing EH from other malignant epithelioid vascular 

tumours is paramount due to differences in their management and clinical outcome.2 This report 

highlights a case of epithelioid haemangioma, angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia 

(ALHE) subtype, involving the vermillion of the lower lip in an elderly female patient.

Case Report

A 75-year-old female patient presented to the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at 

the Pretoria Oral and Dental Hospital (Pretoria, South Africa) with a three-week history of a 

nodular mass involving the right vermilion of the lower lip (Figure 1). The patient’s medical 

history was unremarkable. Furthermore, the patient denied any previous trauma to the region. 

On examination, the mass was firm on palpation with a broad base and areas of overlying skin 

ulceration. At this stage the clinical suspicion was that of a squamous cell carcinoma, pyogenic 

granuloma or Kaposi sarcoma. An incision biopsy was performed and submitted for histological 
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assessment. During the surgical procedure, the mass bled excessively, indicative of a vascular 

lesion. 

Pathological Findings

The specimen consisted of three soft tissue fragments, the largest measuring 10x7x5mm and the 

smallest measuring 5x4x3mm.  

Histological evaluation showed several tissue fragments with a papillomatous architectural 

pattern. These fragments were surfaced by hyperplastic stratified squamous epithelium with 

areas of surface hyperkeratosis (Figure 2). The lamina propria contained a vascular proliferation 

of predominantly capillary-sized blood vessels with interspersed larger vessels. These larger 

vessels were lined by plump, polygonal endothelial cells with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm 

and occasional hobnailing into the lumina (Figure 3A). The surrounding stroma consisted of a 

dense mixed chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate with scattered eosinophils throughout (Figure 

3B). In addition, several indistinct lymphoid follicles were noted within the inflammatory 

infiltrate. There were no features of cytological atypia, mitoses or a frankly malignant neoplastic 

process in the sections examined.

PAS and Grocott-Gomori histochemical stains failed to highlight any fungal elements. CD31 

(Figures 4A) and ERG (Figures 4B) immunohistochemical stains highlighted the vascular 

proliferation within the lamina propria. An HHV-8 immunohistochemical stain for Kaposi 

sarcoma was negative. 

In conclusion, the histological features and immunohistochemical staining pattern were in 

keeping with an epithelioid haemangioma, angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia 

(ALHE) subtype. A subsequent full blood count (FBC) was performed, whereby the eosinophil 

count was within the normal range.
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Discussion

The term angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia (ALHE) was first coined by Wells and 

Whimster in 1969.14 Their initial description pertained to a neoplasm characterised by a florid 

proliferation of blood vessels lined by plump endothelial cells, admixed with a dense 

inflammatory cell infiltrate of lymphocytes, eosinophils and mast cells.14 However, due to 

uncertainty regarding the nature of this entity, the term epithelioid haemangioma (EH) was first 

proposed by Weiss and Enzinger in 1982. They believed the lesion was truly neoplastic and 

therefore wanted to clearly separate the entity from epithelioid haemangioendothelioma, a 

malignant vascular tumour. Since then EH has been reported under a plethora of terms, 

including angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia, atypical or pseudopyogenic granuloma, 

inflammatory angiomatous nodule, popular angioplasia, inflammatory arteriovenous 

haemangioma and intravenous atypical vascular proliferation.4,12-13,15 In many instances EH has 

been grouped with histologically similar lesions such as Kimura disease, under the umbrella 

term “angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia”.4,8,15

EH most commonly presents in mid-adult life as single or multiple 

erythematous/hyperpigmented dome-shaped papules or nodules with an average size of 1cm.3-

4,7,12-13,16-17 When multiple, they tend to be grouped, often coalescing, raising concern for a 

malignant process.3,15,18 EH frequently involves the head and neck region, penis and the 

extremities, especially the arms and hands.4-5,9,11,17 A study of 58 cases by Huang et al18, found 

that sites of involvement included the extremities (48%), head and neck region (34%), trunk 

(13%), and penis (3%). In the head and neck region, any site may be affected including the 

maxillary bones, salivary glands, muscles and skin.9,13 Oral lesions are rare, with only 28 cases 

of oral EH described in literature.19 The most common oral sites include the lips, followed by 

the buccal mucosa and tongue.12-13 Patients present over a wide range of ages, with a peak in the 

third to fifth decades of life.4,9-10,17 Several reports indicate a predilection for women, although 

some have reported a male preponderance.4,9,11,13,15,17 EHs usually present without associated 

symptoms.4,17,20 Although, owing to their vascularity, tenderness, pulsation or bleeding 

(spontaneously or after minor trauma), may occur in some patients.3-4,17,20 While peripheral 

blood eosinophilia and regional lymphadenopathy may be present in 5-20% of patients, IgE 

levels are not elevated.4,6,9,17

Histologically, EH presents as a circumscribed proliferation of blood vessels of varying sizes 

lined by plump endothelial cells.3-4,7-8 The background stroma often appears fibromyxoid.8 The 

endothelial cells are mostly cuboidal, with occasional “hobnailing” or a “tombstone” 
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appearance related to cytoplasmic vacuoles causing protrusion into the lumina.1,4,7-8 These 

endothelial cells have a characteristic epithelioid appearance with ample eosinophilic 

cytoplasm.1,3,7-8 In some examples, medium-sized arteries show fragmentation of the smooth 

muscle cells in their medial layer.6,15 Others may show poorly canalised vessels, giving the 

lesion a deceptively solid appearance.1,11 Ultrastructural features are generally shared with 

normal endothelium, although some differences do exist. An accumulation of cytofilaments 

may be in part responsible for the epithelioid appearance of the endothelial cells. Adjacent cells 

are often separated by rather large gaps, and organelles are generally more abundant in these 

cells.7,11 Inflammation is the second defining feature, characterised by lymphocytes, plasma 

cells, mast cells and varying amounts of eosinophils adjacent to the vascular proliferation.4,9,16 

The lymphocytes may form distinct follicles with or without germinal centers, particularly in 

long-standing lesions.4,7 In a large series by Fetsch and Weiss11 approximately half of the 96 

EHs examined were associated with prominent lymphoid follicles and damaged medium-sized 

vessels. Importantly, both the endothelial and inflammatory cells are bland and mitoses are rare, 

if present at all.4,12 Depending on the age of the lesion, the vascular or inflammatory component 

may predominate.4 In the early stages, the vascular component predominates, whereas in the 

late stages of the disease lymphocytes become more prominent.4,11 Neither a prominent 

lymphoid infiltrate nor the presence of eosinophils is required for the diagnosis, and the 

inflammatory component may be completely absent.1 To better understand recent genetic 

findings, EH can be subclassified into three subtypes according to histomorphology: (1) the 

“conventional” subtype; (2) the “angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia” subtype 

containing lymphoid follicles and eosinophils; and (3) the “cellular subtype” which exhibits 

greater than 50% solid tumour growth.8,18

Due to its diverse histomorphology the diagnosis of EH may be challenging, being confused 

with both inflammatory conditions and malignant vascular tumours.18 EH is often accompanied 

by an exuberant inflammatory infiltrate that may obscure its vascular component, mimicking a 

lymphoproliferative disorder, especially when the lesion arises in an atypical location.1,5 The 

key in diagnosing EH relies on the recognition of its distinctive vascular component.5 In the 

past, EH and Kimura disease were thought to be the same entity.4 Kimura disease usually 

presents with a large subcutaneous mass with a strong predilection for young Asian males. In 

addition, it is an immune-mediated process often seen in association with lymphadenopathy, 

peripheral eosinophilia and raised IgE levels.4,7,15 Histologically, Kimura disease shows features 

of a reactive inflammatory process, including lymphoid follicles, marked eosinophilic infiltrate, 

dense fibrosis and proliferating high endothelial venules. In contrast to EH, the endothelium in 
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Kimura disease does not appear epithelioid, nor does it contain intracytoplasmic vacuoles. 

These histological features are replicated in the involved lymph nodes, a feature not seen in 

EH.1,4,7 Another consideration is the so-called epithelioid angiomatous nodule, which is 

regarded as a benign vascular proliferation. This entity is distinguished from EH on 

architectural grounds, presenting as a single exophytic nodule composed of epithelioid 

endothelial cells arranged in sheets.1,7 Despite their similar terminology, epithelioid 

haemangioendothelioma (EHE) and epithelioid angiosarcoma rarely arises in the differential 

diagnosis for EH. However, the cellular subtype of EH, composed of large solid components, or 

EH with atypical histologic features, displaying cytological atypia and necrosis, may be 

challenging to distinguish from malignant epithelioid vascular tumours.1,4,7,18 EHE is composed 

of cords and strands of epithelioid endothelial cells, with glassy, pale pink cytoplasm embedded 

in a chondromyxoid or hyalinised matrix.1,7,18 Importantly, most EHEs lack prominent 

vasoformative areas and an inflammatory infiltrate.1,4,18 Around 85% of EHEs harbor a 

characteristic t(1;3) translocation resulting in a WWTR1-CAMTA1 gene fusion. Antibodies 

directed against CAMTA1 can be used via immunohistochemistry to detect the fusion protein 

with 85% sensitivity and near 100% specificity within the differential diagnosis of epithelioid 

vascular tumours.8 In rare instances epithelioid angiosarcoma may show deceptively bland 

cytology, however most cases show significant cytological atypia and mitotic activity, features 

not seen in EH.1,4,7,18

The aetiopathogenesis of EH is currently incompletely understood. Several hypotheses have 

been put forth, including reactive, neoplastic or infectious processes. None of which have been 

proven conclusive.3-4,7-8,13,17 The fact that 10% of lesions occur following trauma, are 

symmetrically arranged around a vessel with mural damage, and are associated with an 

inflammatory response has led to the conclusion by some that they are reactive.7,11 Some 

authors believe that they represent an unusual manifestation of hypersensitivity to a variety of 

agents.12-13,16 An immunoglobulin E reticulated pattern has been observed in cases of EH, 

consistent with an atopic reaction. Other authors propose that EH is a benign vascular tumour 

responding to elevated serum estrogen, because of the presence of estrogen receptors in the 

lesion.12-13 The characteristic inflammatory infiltrate is a key component of the lesion, with its 

aetiological role needing further clarification.4 The vascular proliferation may be in part due to 

the endothelial response to stimuli produced by the accompanying inflammatory cells. EH has 

also been associated with various lymphoproliferative conditions, supporting the hypothesis by 

some authors that the lesion represents a monoclonal T-cell process. There have been reported 
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cases of EH in which T-cell receptor gene (TCR) rearrangement and monoclonality have been 

detected.4,20

A neoplastic origin of EH is further supported by the recently reported recurrent cytogenetic 

abnormalities involving the FOS gene. The Fos gene family consists of 4 members: FOS, 

FOSB, FOSL1 and FOSL2.3,18 These FOS proteins have been implicated as regulators of cell 

proliferation, differentiation, and transformation, as well as tumour invasion, distant metastasis 

and angiogenesis.2-3,18 A FOSB rearrangement with diagnostic value was first identified in 

pseudomyogenic haemangioendothelioma (PHE). In PHE, the recurrent t(7;19) fusion gene 

SERPINE1-FOSB is associated with FOSB upregulation, with immunohistochemistry showing 

a constant strong and diffuse FOSB staining pattern in these tumours.2-3 Initial reports found 

that about 20% of cellular EHs cases harbor ZFP36-FOSB or WWTR1-FOSB rearrangements.1-

3,8,18 FISH analysis subsequently found recurrent FOS rearrangements with a range of fusion 

partners in nearly one-third of all EHs, regardless of site or histologic variant.1,3,18 A systematic 

study by Huang et al18 found recurrent FOS gene rearrangements in 29% (17/58 cases), 

spanning a diverse anatomic location. However, in this study the incidence of FOS alterations 

was unevenly distributed, with EH of the head and neck region showing the lowest incidence of 

rearrangements.18 Another study detected FOS rearrangements in 5 of 11 examined cases of EH 

of bone, including two with novel FOS-MBLN1 or FOS-lincRNA fusions, and two with 

unidentified fusion partners.21 No FOS gene rearrangements have been detected by FISH in the 

ALHE subtype, suggesting a different pathogenesis.1,18

Despite the genetic heterogeneity, strong and diffuse nuclear FOSB immunohistochemical 

(IHC) staining is more than 95% specific for EH. Sensitivity of FOSB IHC is problematic, with 

several studies showing varied results.8 A study by Hung et al22 found diffuse nuclear positivity 

for FOSB in half the cases of EH, including all 6 cases of the ALHE subtype. In their series of 

15 cases, Ortins-Pina et al3 found constant strong and diffuse FOSB nuclear positivity in the 

tumour cells of the ALHE subtype. This difference in FOSB IHC sensitivity could be explained 

in terms of the different morphological subtypes, with 75% sensitivity for the conventional 

subtype, 100% sensitivity for the ALHE subtype, and only 10% sensitivity for the cellular 

subtype.8 Considering the results of FISH studies, the consistent strong FOSB IHC staining 

pattern in the ALHE subtype raises questions regarding which mechanism drives FOSB protein 

overexpression.1,18 A likely explanation is that FOSB upregulation in the ALHE subtype may be 

driven by a translocation-independent mechanism. FOSB overexpression may result from 

epigenetic modifications or point changes, both of which would not be detected by FISH 
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analysis. Alternatively, other unknown genetic events may lead to proliferative pathways that 

drive FOSB expression in the ALHE subtype.18 Regardless of the underlying mechanisms, 

FOSB nuclear positivity helps differentiate EH from malignant epithelioid vascular tumours.3

No definitive treatment exists for EH. Skin lesions are usually treated with complete excision, 

but recurrences are common.4,6,16 One-third of cases that are incompletely excised do recur, 

typically along the course of the affected vessel.4,20 Mohs micrographic surgery with excision of 

abnormal vessels at the base may be effective in reducing recurrences. Intralesional injections 

with corticosteroids, interferon alfa-2a and cytotoxic agents have been used successfully, with 

spontaneous remission within months to years.16-17 Other options include diathermy, 

cryotherapy, radiotherapy and laser treatments.16,20 Complete excision is the treatment of choice 

for oral lesions, with limited incidence of recurrences.12-13 The lesion has a chronic and benign 

biological course with no reports of malignant transformation.4,13
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Initial clinical presentation. Nodular mass with surface ulceration involving the right 

vermilion of the lower lip.

Figure 2. A low-power hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained section showing a papillomatous 

tissue fragment surfaced by hyperplastic stratified squamous epithelium (original magnification 

x 10).

Figure 3. High-power H&E-stained sections showing (A) the capillary-sized vascular 

proliferation within the lamina propria with a larger vessel showing endothelial cell hobnailing 

into the lumen (original magnification x 40) and (B) the stromal mixed chronic inflammatory 

cell infiltrate with scattered eosinophils (original magnification x 100).

Figure 4. (A) CD31 and (B) ERG immunohistochemical stains highlighting the vascular 

proliferation of varying sizes within the lamina propria (original magnification x 40).
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Figure 1. Initial clinical presentation. Nodular mass with surface ulceration involving the right vermilion of 
the lower lip. 
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Figure 2. A low-power hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained section showing a papillomatous tissue 
fragment surfaced by hyperplastic stratified squamous epithelium (original magnification x 10). 
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Figure 3. High-power H&E-stained sections showing (A) the capillary-sized vascular proliferation within the 
lamina propria with a larger vessel showing endothelial cell hobnailing into the lumen (original magnification 

x 40) and (B) the stromal mixed chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate with scattered eosinophils (original 
magnification x 100). 
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Figure 4. (A) CD31 and (B) ERG immunohistochemical stains highlighting the vascular proliferation of 
varying sizes within the lamina propria (original magnification x 40). 
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